
TRAFFIC CONTROL  

TRAINING VIDEO TEST 
 

Date:___________ Time:__________ Printed Name: _______________________________________ 

This exam is meant to determine your comprehension of the SGM training video titled above. Please read each question carefully and 

select what you feel is the correct answer. Place an X on the line to the left of your answer. Upon completion of the test, return it to the 

instructor. You must answer at least 8 questions correctly in order to pass this exam. If you answer less than 8 questions correctly you 

will be required to be retested.  

 

1. Only police officers have the responsibility and authority by law to enforce traffic rules and regulations.  

_____ True   _____ False  

2. The security officer uniform is not considered an essential tool when directing traffic. 

_____ True   _____ False  

3. To attract attention give one long loud toot with your police whistle. 

_____ True   _____ False  

4. Always keep turning vehicles in front of you when you direct them to make a turn. 

_____ True   _____ False  

5. A tee intersection is when a secondary road or parking lot exit intersects onto a primary road with traffic 

moving in one direction or in both directions. 

_____ True   _____ False  

6. A high visibility vest is does not help safety for a security officer when directing traffic. 

_____ True   _____ False  

7. Illuminating traffic wands can only be used at nighttime. 

_____ True   _____ False  

8. Vehicles making left and right turns always have the potential for an accident. 

_____ True   _____ False  

9. The whistle should always be tooted loudly. Using the whistle improperly only adds confusion to the 

situation. 

_____ True   _____ False  

10. The objective of traffic control is to prevent accidents and injuries.  

_____ True   _____ False  
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Question # Answer 

1 TRUE 

2 FALSE 

3 TRUE 

4 TRUE 

5 TRUE 

6 FALSE 

7 FALSE 

8 TRUE 

9 TRUE 

10 TRUE 


